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"In the emergingcommunity of the world the first problem
of philosophy-the new metaphysics
or at leastthe new prolegomenonto all future metaphysics-will expoundthe sense
in wbicb truth is one, despitethe mubiplicity of the forms of
its expression,and the sense in wbich what is on some
grounds or in some circumstancestrue is at other times false
and dangerows."
Rrcnano McKroru. "A Pnttosopunn MaorcarEsoN
Dncovnxv"
Explorationof metaphysics,
or "first philosophy,"was not a promising
direction for inquiry in the early decadesof the twentieth century.
Theory about the natureof principleswas typicallyrejectedout of hand
for its supposedremoteness
from the concretefactsand processes
of our
lives, and attention focusedon action and languagefor explanations
about the natureof the universe.But the study of principlesand the investigationof metaphysicalproblems did not disappear.They quietly
reemergedin efforts to understandthe structureof experienceand the
organizationand endsof expression,and they reemergedwith practical
force in how we understandthe evidentdiversityof principlesheld by
individuals and groups as the basis of their beliefsand actions.The
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study of principles was transformed within the framework of a new philosophy of culture, turned in a direction that could not have been easily
anticipated or predicted from an understanding of what metaphysics
had been in the past. It was relocated within the context of communication, oriented toward the problems of how we order, disorder, and reorder our experiencein an ongoing search for values and understanding
within the ecology of culture.
John Dewey identified the metaphysical problem of our time in the
relationship between knowledge and action, befween our beliefs about
the world and our beliefs about values. "The problem of restoring inregration and cooperation between man's beliefs about the world in which
he lives and his beliefs about the values and purposes that should direct
his conduct is the deepest problem of modein life. tt is the problem of
any philosophy that is not isolated from that life."1 Dewey's characterization of metaphysics represents a turn away from the study of fixed
essences,or "natures," which dominated metaphysics in the past. For
Dewey, the new orientation is toward philosophic consideration of the
problems of experience and expression in a world that is open to change
through the intentional operations of human beings. "There is then need
of some theory on this matter. If we are forbidden to call this theory philosophy by the self-denying ordinance which restricts it to formal iogic,
need for the theory under some other name remains.,'2
'what
emerged from this new orientation in at least one form of phi_
losophy is a systematic or scientific study of principles as they operate
in discourse and, subsequentlg as they influence aition, thoughi, and
the imputed strucure of reality or Being. This is properly called a circumstantial metaphysics becauseit focuses on the circumstances of individual belief and the evident fact of pluralism in human expression
and experience. In short, it focuses on what I have called the ,;ecology
of culture," meaning by this term a subject which contrasts with othir
interpretations of both "ecology" and "culture" in authors such as
Gregory Bateson, whose "ecology of mind" has its foundation in cybernetics and information theory.3 The ecology of culture is the interrelatiol x151interdependence of diu"rr. perspectives in knowing, doing,
and making in all areas of human activity. circumstantial meiiphysiis
is philosophic in vision and significance becauseit explores fundamental questions regarding the influence of principles on the discovery of
new data for inquiry in all fields, the interpreration and establishment
of facts, the operation of methods of thought and action, and the organization of learning. These are issues whose philosophic significance
is only vaguely understood in the term ,,epistemology,; which emerged
in the social sciencesof the twentieth century where-the popular imagination turned for better understanding of the diversity o] b.li.f, in
human experience.
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One of the architects of circumstantial metaphysics and the scientific study of principles was Richard McKeon. McKeon's persistent exploration of causes in discourse and the development and influence of
operative principles in all fields of thought and action is unmistakable.
His exploration of metaphysics, shaped within the context of the philosophy of culture, is a central feature of his thought, evident in the importance of the concept of objectiviry throughout his work.a However,
McKeon was also one of America's foremost theorists of rhetoric, and
throughout his work he displayed obvious concern for the rhetorical and
circumstantial dimensions of thought and action that are characteristic
of the twentieth century. Indeed, a careful reader will observe many signs
that McKeon was an antimetaphysician-in
current language, an ancommitted to pluralism and to the diversity of
tifoundationalist-deeply
changing philosophic and practical perspectives whose interrelationship
constitutes the ecology of culture. In keeping with this commitment, he
developed a philosophy of process and change directed toward invention and inquiry apparently displaying more concern for truths than for
truth.
The combination of objectivity and process found expression in one
of the most important ideas of McKeon's philosophy. "The objectivity
of facts and values is not discovered or achieved in a structure of fixities
but in an ongoing development of achievement and invention which is
compounded of advancements of science, society, and art in the creation
and expression of truths and values."5 The idea that objectivity may be
discovered in a world of diversity appears to have a subtle resonance
with C. S. Peirce's understanding of truth and objectivity: "Al1 propositions refer to one and the same determinately singular subject, well-understood between all interpreters and utterers; namely, to the Truth,
which is the universe of universes, and is assumed on all hands to be
real."6 Howeveq it also appears to contrast with Peirce's belief in absolute eternal truth. By stressing creation and invention in an ongoing
process, McKeon is closer to Dewey in regarding objectivity as the goal
and outcome of inquiry in the changing circumstances and complex
processesof living. We will explore this issue more fully, but for now it
serves as a beginning point in the discussion of circumstantial metaphysics. The relationship between objectivity and process is, as Bertrand
Russell suggests, one of the fundamental problems of pragmatism and
philosophy in general. How shall we relate thought and action in our
lives?i
Reconciling the study of principles and criteria for objectivity with
the pluralism of diverse truths and values in experience'is the foremost challenge in understanding the transformation of metaphysics that
McKeon sought. It is a paradox for traditional metaphysics and a challenge for philosophical investigation at the end of the fwentieth century.
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The issue of principles is deeply implicated in the intellectual and practical problems of modernism, postmodernism, and what comes afterward in the confused conflict among these and many other isms at the
end of the twentieth century. The conflict of values that is evident in contemporary life is not fundamentally a problem of data, facts, or information. These we have in abundance. The problem is how we connect
facts in thought and action, how we organize facts to reveal significance,
and how we relate facts to the ends and values of our lives. \Tithout better understanding of principles and the diverse expression of principles
in individual behavior, shaped by varied cultural circumstances,there is
little hope of achieving the peaceful and constructive reconciliation in
human affairs that all sensiblemen and women seek for themselvesand
for their children.

Metaphysicsand Antimetaphysics
The shortest sentenceI have found in the writings of Richard McKeon is
the terse, "My subject is, what is."8 He must have chuckled when he
wrote this opening to "Being, Existence,and That Which Is," the 1960
presidential address to the Metaphysical Society of America, becauseit is
a surprising departure from the long, complex constructions that one normally finds throughout his work. However, he immediately returns to the
distinctive style of thought and expression that characterizes his writings:
an architecture of ideas and words that often puzzles the first-time reader and leaves no one indifferent to its effect.'To read McKeon requires
uncommon discipline and concentration. The remainder of McKeon's
essayis an examination of the metaphysical problems contained in that
brief opening sentence,when "what is" is viewed in the twentieth-century context of existence,experience,and expression.Like all of his writings, the essaybuilds around a precise argument, where each sentenceis
an embryonic essayfilled with the geneticcode of its own possibilitiesfor
further elaboration through more examples and explanation.
I often wish that McKeon had elaborated his sentencesinto essay
and his essaysinto books, becausethe amplification would have made
his work more readily accessibleto a wider audience. But he was less interested in building affordances for the reader than exploring the difficult philosophic problems that lie at the center of each essay.He always
elaborated his thought with deliberate care and provided only as much
detail and illustration as he believed necessaryto reach the goal. In many
casesthis was a considerable amount. He was one of the most formidable scholars of his time, scrupulous in tracing the many lines of thought
revealed in a philosophic examination of themes such as freedom,
history, responsibility, human rights, dialectic, rhetoric, poetry, scientif-
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ic method, and creativity. The effort produced an immense volume of
work, notable for scholarly precision as well as philosophic insight. But
in other cases,particularly the later essays,the architecture of sentences
and paragraphs was like a bridge over wide waters. The purpose was
not to elaborate facts, as they are usually understood in the twentieth
century, but to rise above and demonstrate the integrity of the spans and
arches of philosophic thought that make claims of fact meaningful in
discourse and significant in action.lo This was the culmination of
McKeon's inquiries, with relevancefor an age in which traditional metaphysics is usually regarded as irrelevant, abstract, or impossible.
McKeon took great care to distinguish his exploration of metaphysics from traditional as well as contemporary positions. He declined
to follow the classical formulation of metaphysics as an ontology
grounded in natural philosophy or mathematics in the manner of seventeenth- and eighteenth-centuryphilosophers. He also declined to pursue
an epistemological or methodological study of forms of thought such as
that proposed by Kant and other nineteenth-century philosophers as a
necessary preparation for proper metaphysical inquiry in the future.
Even more significant, he declined to follow the broad substitutes for
metaphysics that emerged in the twentieth century under the name of
"unified science" or in various forms of linguistic and semiotic analysis.
Instead, he preferred an empirical pluralism based on the study of concrete facts and values. He studied what people say and do about the
world as expressionsof their principles and beliefs.
I am interested in metaphysics as a first philosophy or science of first principles. I do not think it is properly an ontology devoted to establishing certain first principles on the
analogy of mathematical principles or the principles of natural philosophy; nor is it in need of a methodological
propaedeutic devoted to the study of universal laws or particular values; nor does it depend on the establishment of
a unified syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic, or on the
construction of a universal grammar or of a general characteristical lexicon or of a moral technologized rhetoric. On
the other hand, I am more interested in understanding the
meanings, applications, and objectives of these programs for
metaphysics than in refuting them as meaningless, impossible, or useless.They make use of ideas and methods that
have always been part of the metaphysical enterprise broadly considered, and the long history of controversial opposition among them has apparently not lessened the
attractiveness or reduced the effectiveness of any one of
them. The metaphysics of the future should make use of
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them as supplementary aspects rather than as incompatible opposites. I am convinced that the orientation of our
times-in theory, practice, and art-is to the study of concrete facts of existence and experience, and I see no reason
why the ontological study of principles and the epistemological study of methods should not find their propaedeutic
in the study of concrete facts and values.lr
McKeon argued that such a study would prepare the way for a new kind
of inquiry that would encourage individual diversity but strengthen the
philosophy of culture in troubled times of ideological division and uncertainty about the role of technology in social life.
McKeon's position on metaphysics grew out of problems that he regarded as central in twentieth-century culture. He identified these probIems in various forms throughout a lifetime of work, but they all come
back to a fundamental problem: the relation of the one and the many.
He described his personal recognition of this problem in two autobiographical essays,offering an observation about twentieth-century culture with which others may easily identify.
[P]hilosophic problems seemedto me to have taken on a new
form from the new social, political, and moral problems of
our times, and both problems, the philosophic and the practical, required a new philosophic approach. Our philosophic
problems have centered, for the decades that have passed
since I read Cicero and Plato together, in relativism and antiintellectualism. . . . 'We are losing hold of truth becauseof the
variety of ways in which it is expressed,and we are losing
confidence in truth because of the degradations to which
concepts, which were conceived to express ideals, and statements, which were thought to expresstruths, are put in their
practical usesand manipulations.',
What McKeon describes is an indeterminate situation. a situation of
doubt and perplexity surrounding the one and the many conceptions of
truth operating in human culture. However, he turned this fundamentally indeterminate situation into a problematic situation for inquiry
when he transformed the confused condition of the one and the many
into the problem of order and the relation of human beings to order.
McKeon's career subsequentlydeveloped around three specific forms of
the problem. The first form was philosophical: our understanding of
order in nature, in the relations of men, and in knowledge. The second
form was educational: the preparation of men and women sensitive to
the marks and uses of order. The third form was political and cultural:
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the appreciation of differences in the modes in which people express
order and seek fulfillment in accordance with it.'3
Perhaps the first impression from this array of problems is that
McKeon was concerned with order in the manner of classical metaphysics or ontology. Order in classical metaphysics is usually described
as fixed, objective, and true, while the expressionof order is describedas
changing, plural, and at best only partially true. Yet' this is not what
McKeon means, becausehe explicitly states that the objectivity of facts
and values is not discovered or achieved in a structure of fixities. To resolve the paradox of an objective order that is not discovered in a structure of fixities, McKeon believed that a new approach to philosophy was
required, employing the ideas and methods of rhetoric as an art of communication. As a sign of this possibility, he cited the periodic emergence
of rhetoric as a fundamental organizing art in culture: "Rhetoric has replaced metaphysics as an architectonic art, in the past, when the organization and application of the arts and sciences was based, not on
supposednatures of things or perceived forms of thought, but on recognition of the consequencesof what men say and do."" In this approach,
order and expression are not treated as rigidly fixed and separate categories of thought. They are convertible, functional terms, best understood as places or topics of invention and discovery. In simple form,
order is expression and expression is order. This echoesthe classicproblem of the relation of philosophy and rhetoric or wisdom and eloquence.
Of course, lacking a robust philosophy of rhetoric-or a rhetoric of philosophy-in contemporary culture, the conditions for this convertibility
are not easily understood. Nonetheless, McKeon believed that the conditions are potentially accessiblethrough inquiry, and he investigated
these conditions through a new scienceof first principles, a sciencethat
departs significantly from the classical form of metaphysics as a science
of Being concerned with fixed essencesand natures. As a sign of the extent of his departure, he argued that such a sciencehas seldom if ever
been developedthroughout the long history of metaphysical discussion."
The development of this sciencein McKeon's work has both biographical and philosophical dimensions. The biographical dimension deserves attention because it reveals the extent of McKeon's departure
from Aristotle, a departure that demonstratesthe absurdity of the occasional characterization of him by opponents as an "Aristotelian."
Following'World'War I, McKeon observed the increasing diversity and
variety of claims to truth. He also recognized, through his philosophic
and scholarly studies in the United Statesand Europe, that any proposed
statement of truth in the past has been subjected to degradation, misinterpretation, and misapplication. These combined in his mind to become
the driving philosophic problem behind the understanding of order: the
perplexity of the one and the many.'5
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To addressthis problem, he distinguished the various dimensions of
discourse by which philosophies are developed and by which they are
separated from each other in expression. In his words, he investigated
"the aspectsby which the forms of expression and proof may be differentiated and by which the criteria of continuing validiry and value may
be applied."" For McKeon, philosophies are distinguished from each
other in four ways. First, they are distinguished by the subject matter
addressed; second, by the methods used to treat the subject maner;
third, by the assumptions and principles on which the methodi cal treatment of subject matter is based; and fourth, by the ends toward which
such speculation is directed. Upon reflection, this is a startling set of distinctions. Taken together as the basis for studying philosophic discourse,
we find no readg robust precedent in the work of McKeon's contemporaries or recent predecessors.Indeed, if one seeksa precedent, it is perhaps best found in the history of rhetoric and in the influence of rhetoric
on the course of philosophic discourse. For example, when Cicero discussesthe nature of the art of rhetoric, he distinguishes the subject matter of the art, the function of the art, and the end or purpose of the art.r8
It appears that McKeon has drawn on this classic set of rhetorical distinctions and refined the middle area, broadening the function of rhetoric from civic discourse to an art of philosophic inquiry directed towards
all communication. In short, he proposed to address the contemporary
diversity of claims to truth in philosophy as a rhetorical problem, rather
than as a logical, grammatical, or dialectical problem.',
This is the beginning of the perplexity and misunderstanding of
McKeon by some of his contemporaries in the 1930s,1940s, and 1950s.
How many were prepared to understand the relentless and consistent
development of rhetoric as a philosophic art? However, it is also the
source of the continuing relevance of his work at the end of the fwentieth centurg when rhetoric has risen in importance as a philosophic and
cultural aft and when the implications of rhetoric for culture have become a subject of increasingly serious reflection. McKeon's body of
work-rivaled most evidently by the work of another great American
rhetorical theorist, Kenneth Burke-remains one of the few fully developed philosophies of our time based on a rhoroughgoing rhetorical
framework.'o
McKeon's relationship to the philosophy of Aristotle and his departure from that philosophy emerge from the way discourse is understood and treated. The distinctions among subject matter, methods and
principles, and ends are a broad framework for McKeon's study of discourse. But he refined these distinctions further, focusing on the middle
area to generate some of his most important intellectual tools. For
example, he added selection and interpretation to method and principle. For McKeon, these four lsrrns-((sslectionr" "interpretation,,'
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the key technical terms of semantic
"method," and "principle"-are
analysis. They are the fundamental issuesof all discourse and communication, and they encompass the rhetorical act that takes place between our encounter with existence and the ends that we seek to
achieve in the world. The rhetorical act involves four moments or
modes of thought: we select the data, or simples, that will enter into
discourse; we interpret the meaning of data to yield facts and claims of
fact; we develop our interpretation by one or another method through
a connected sequenceof thought or action; and we base our discourse
upon some principle that gives organization and fundamental significance to our communication."
One may argue that McKeon did not develop a pure rhetoric, in the
sense of the sophistic art that one often finds in contemporary twentieth-century rhetoricians, but a "rhetorical logic" or a "logical rhetoric."22 The four moments of thought in the rhetorical act are a unique
and innovative development of the four scientific questions of Aristotle,
as those questions were transformed in the four master topics-the cozstitutiones or quaestiones-of Roman rhetoric and subsequently re-entered philosophic discourse.Bfs irl broadens into the selectionof data or
simples from immediate existence. What is it? broadens into the interpretation of data that yields facts or claims of fact. How is it qualified?
broadens into the question of method in creating sequencesand consequences of thought and action. And, Why? broadens into the question
of principles which organize discourse, thought, action, and things. In
the biographical account of how he developed an understanding of the
four differential aspects of expression, McKeon also explained how the
four differentia are related to the four causes of Aristotle, adding an observation that clearly expressesthe difference between his own study of
causes and that of Aristotle.
Once these differences have been elaborated, it is easy to recognize Aristotle's four causesin them; and since Aristotle has
been able to find no more than four causes,there was some
ground for the presumption that I should encounter no more
in the writings of another two thousand years of philosophers. But whereas inquiry into the operation of causesled
Aristotle to examine the first principles of being and to develop what was later to be called a metaphysics,inquiry into
the operation of causeshad apparently started me on an examination of first principles of philosophic discourse and to
develop a form of what is now called semantics.If I had unconsciously borrowed the principles of my inquiry from
Aristotle, I was committed to using them on a different subject matter.2a
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McKeon often observedthat the terms and distinctions of Aristotle's
philosophyhave persistedthroughout'Westernculture becauseof their
utility in framing problemsand suggestinglines of inquiry, but they have
seldombeenusedwith the meaningsAristotle intendedor to the purposesthat constitute Aristotelian philosophy.Ifith this in mind, it appearsthat McKeon, too, has usedAristotle, but with different meaning
and to different purposes.2'
If the biographical account clarifies McKeon's relation to Aristotle,
the philosophic developmentof McKeon's scienceof first principlesdescribedin one aspectas "semantics"to distinguishit from traditional
metaphysics-provides a sharp contrast with other contemporary versions of metaphysicsthat.arc often covert in their metaphysicalclaims.
In "The Future of Metaphysics,"he describesthreetypesof metaphysi
cal inquiry operatingquietly in the twentieth century and contraststhese
with a fourth, a circumstantialmetaphysicsof culture and communication. The three compriseskeptical,empirical, and transcendentalor idealist philosophies,each assertinga metaphysicalformulation of beliefs
about the fundamentalnature of reality, respectivelybasedon language
materialism,and transcendental
ideas.
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McKeon's final remark, that none of these forms of contemporary
metaphysicsrequiresa separatescienceto deal with metaphysicalinquiry, deservescloseattention. I7e will return to it later, sinceit has special significance for the tasks of circumstantial meraphysics.But the
immediatebearingof this passageis its implication about the narureof
pluralism in contemporaryculture. If we interpret McKeon correctly,
he impliesthat typical pluralismamountsto nothing more than remporary toleranceof the different beliefsthat other peoplehold. It is tolerancebasedon a further belief that they aremisguidedin their beliefs,
and that our beliefs,whether grounded in experienceas scientistsor as
artists or as men and women of practical affairs, would finally be accepted as true if only others could experiencewhat we have experienced.
In this context,philosophyis an attemptto clearlystatebeliefsthat
grow out of human activitiesin science,arL ot practice.As McKeon

observes, philosophers typically communicate with each other and
with a general audience for three reasons: (1) to spread a personal vision of the truth; (2) to engage in a kind of technical or forensic critique, detecting errors of reasoning, proof, process, and procedure,
and in this manner to validate or invalidate claims of fact; or (3) to
speculate on the extension and consolidation of beliefs in a system- For
McKeon, these are valid explorations of philosophy, but they do not
address the problem of principles and order separately from the experiences out of which principles arise. In other words, they reduce
human culture to language, things, or ideas, without recognition that
the activity of ordering, disordering, and reordering is, itself, a central
feature of culture that deservesattention in its own right. A particular
order changes as human experience provides new circumstances' new
perceptions of ends and purposes, and new means for living through
the development of technology. But the activity of ordering, disordering, and reordering is continuous in culture, and this is a proper sublect for investigation in a scienceof first principles. In such a study, the
goal is not to establish a single order based on a reduction of culture
to one or another kind of fixity. Rather, the goal is to reflect on the variety of orders that have been expressed in words and in actions and
to find in those expressions the traces of ongoing inquiry into principles and operative causes-the "first" principles pursued continuously
in the human community.
Circumstantial metaphysics is the science of studying all proposed
principles and beliefs as the source of order in human experience. It is
a study of the ecology of culture: the relations among human beings
and the environment of communication and experience in which people express principles and beliefs about the world at large, seeking to
order the world in words, things, ideas, and actions. This investigation
is based on the diversity of human experience in all areas of endeavor.
Yet, it is an independent science, because only an independent science
can investigate the variety of principles that have been discovered and
explored without reducing inquiry to the mere assertion of one or another of those principles. For example, how can a cognitive psychologist, who investigates the principles of thought processesoccurring in
the brain, assessthe principles of poetic form without reducing them to
principles of underlying cognitive behavior? Such a reduction would
beg the question of the nature of order and principles and threaten to
cognitive scientists or other investigators-into
turn philosophers-or
propagandists for their special field of inquiry or for their philosophic
position.2' How else can we objectively study principles in themselves
than by a discipline which is independent of the many alternative principles that have been discovered or asserted in different fields of inquiry?
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They are transformations of traditional beliefs that the ordering of science,action, art, and reflection is found by examining the structure of language, of things, or of ideas.
Those beliefsare statedin the courseof discoveringand presenting the results of scientific inquirS policy formation,
moral judgment, and artistic creation and criticism. They do
not requirea separateinquir5 nor do theyconstitutethe subject matter of a separatescience.26
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Similar to any other art or science, the characteristics of the science
of circumstantial metaphysics may be identified by its subject matter, nature and method of investigation, and purpose or end. Its subject matter, as we have indicated, is the expression of principles and beliefs that
are operative in human activity. Its nature and method is an independent and autonomous inquiry, not reducible to any of the methods or inquiries that it studies in the theoretical sciences,the domain of ethical
and political action, or the fine and technological arts. Its end is wisdom
and objectivity for the individual, without the need for consensus in a
common ideology that reduces understanding to experience gained in
the natural sciences,politics, or art.
The wisdom sought in a science of first principles is both theoretical
and practical. It is theoretical in the sense that inquiry into the science
of first principles is dynamic and ongoing, based on the continuous effort of individuals and groups to discover and explore principles of
communication in their search for order. Circumstantial metaphysics is
an ongoing investigation of the principles that human beings hold as the
basis of their beliefs. It is practical in the sensethat ongoing theoretical
or scientific investigation also informs deliberation in all areas of human
activity, where the circumstances and ends of action-as well as the new
means of action provided by technology-are open to exploration in alternative directions. The understanding gained through circumstantial
metaphysics in turn contributes to practical action, suggesting new alternatives or clarifying conflicts in beliefs.
However, the theoretical and practical dimensions of circumstantial
metaphysics also resolve the paradox of being an individual while $asping universality or Being. The wisdom that is sought in circumstantial
metaphysics is found in the unique position or standing of the individual in culture. To be a human being is to be an individual existing in coherent relationship with one's cultural context and the diversity of other
human beings. To be is to be one and many.
The unity of an ongoing philosophy of experience and humanity is a product of a plurality of perspectives focused on
common experience rather than a consensus of opinions stated in a common belief. The universaliry it achieves is not a
specification of generic inclusions but an expression of individuality or particularity placed in its context and traced
through its coherences.28
The unique standing of an individual in culture is the only accessone has
'We
to Being.
exist in communities, and communities afford us the opportunity to become our individual selves through thinking, saying, and
doing.
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A world communiry like a cosmology, provides the conditions of our being, thinking, acting, and speaking. Objectivity is the inclusive principle of indifference by which it is
recognized that being is grasped only in what we think, and
say, and do about it."
McKeon's use of the principle of indifference to capture the nature of
objectivity in a world of communication and action is a critical recognition of the ultimate grounding of all human activities. The principle of
indifference means that our thinking, saying, and doing is both a signifying of things and the things signified, with an interchangeability between the two. In an ultimate sense, to signify is to grasp the thing
signified. This takes us to the roots of philosophy itself and its efforts to
understand and address ambiguity in communication and logic. For example, referring to the Categories of Aristotle, John of Salisbury writes,
This book, more than the others, commends adherence to a
principle of "indifference" [relative to variations in the meaning of words], which we always favor, and whose application
'lfhile
is everywhere manifest to a careful student.
at one time
the book is treating of things that signify, and at another of
things signified, it uses their names interchangeably.3o
One of the central problems of communication lies in how we interpret
equivocal, univocal, and derivative terms across a spectrum of alternative philosophies-and how we use ambiguities to productive ends
rather than seeking to crush ambiguity in favor of a single understanding of the world. For McKeon, univocal meanings are highly valuedhence, his extreme care in seeking to understand the work of other
philosophers through his discipline of "philosophic and historical sep411lss"-[ut
there is a deeper,consequent value in seeking to understand the irreducible ambiguities that distinguish different approaches to
philosophy and that are revealed through circumstantial metaphysics.
Circumstantial metaphysics leads us to the common experience of indi
viduals.
Communication is central to the philosophy of culture because it is
only through the interplay of individual perspectives that culture is continuously renewed. The activity of sharing ideas and deliberating about
courses of action is the primaty way in which an individual determines
his or her unique standing in culture and, at the same time, contributes
to the advancement of a common culture.
Culture is the framework within which many cultures are developed, interact, and communicate; the facts and values of
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culture and of cultures are seen and felt from the point of
view of the individual man formed by his immediate culture.
Common experiencesand encountered existencesare shared
and stated in particular selectionsof facts and values. In this
reorientation from fixed modes of being or fixed modes of
thought to modes of action and statement, many of the old
dichotomies of being and becoming, of reality and appearance, of objective and subjective, become dynamic functional relations rather than antinomical obstructions.3t
McKeon's emphasis on the unique standing of the individual in culture
appears to be in accord with the tendency of so-called postmodernisr
thought, which holds that the unifying ideals of modernism have failed
to achievean improvement in the human condition and that common or
shared ideals are an illusion. However, McKeon's pluralism and philosophy of culture stand in stark contrast to such thought. Instead of arguing for a deconstructed or disintegrated view of contemporary culture in
which the individual is isolated, he argues for increasedparticipation in
a common debate. The goal of this debate is not the creation of a new
ideology. Nor is the goal one of consensusin a new set of beliefs about
the nature of reality, which seemsto be the only alternative to individuality or to the tribal and sectarian identity conceived in postmodernist
thinking. The goal is continued exploration of the activity of ordering,
with the introduction of new perspectivesthat may give unexpected insight into common problems and common values.
The philosophic problem is not one for the speculation of the
isolated scholar engagedin the construction of a personal doctrine. It dependsfor its statement and examination on the participation by a broadly educatedpublic and on testing of basic
doctrines and values against the fundamental presuppositions
of other philosophies, religions, systemsof values, and modes
of life. Philosophic universality is easy to achieve by reducing
all other views to the requirementsand limits of one preferred
creed and system,but it distorts the doctrines it refutes; and a
similar easy and violent victory in imposing uniformity in political practices,with its consequencesin suppressionand hostility, is the only alternative to a political universality basedon
common understanding and on common values.3'
McKeon's scienceof first principles is important in this context precisely
becauseit turns attention away from disputes about beliefs and ideologies and toward the activity of ordering in the concrerecircumsrancesof
problems and experiences. The activity of ordering, disordering, and
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reordering in a wide community does not privilege one principle or belief
over another. Rather, the activity is an ongoing exploration of possible
principles, with continuous deliberation about their suitability in addressing common problems in particular circumstances. Danger arises
when the community is too small or when individuals holding opposing
views are inadvertently or deliberately prevented from participation. For
McKeon, there is a corrective inherent in pluralism. The corrective does
not come from temporary tolerance, the weak form of typical pluralism
discussedearlier. It comes from the inevitable discovery of new possibilities for order when a subject is discussedfrom many perspectives.
The philosophy of culture is a pluralistic interplay of ideas
and methods, of facts and values, of commitments and inquiries. It is a quest, not for ideological consensusbut for
common problems to be examined in a variety of perspectives which focus on different aspectsof a common problem
and contribute to its reformulation and resolution and to the
discovery of new problems in ongoing continuous sequence.
It is a structure to which international discussions and congressesare admirably adapted, for it provides a rationale for
the selection of the common problems to which they may be
addressedin the constitution and enrichment of a renewing
philosophy of culture.33
McKeon arguesthat the search for principles is always evident in human
activity. Therefore, we may conclude that it is underway in contemporary culture as well. However, the search for principles today is the
opposite of what many people expected it to be, based on their understanding of what the search has been in the past.3aA proper scientific investigation of first principles does not lead to an ideology or to the
systematization of a particular set of beliefs-theological, scientific, political, or aesthetic.Rather, it leads to further'inquiry and to the renewed
uses of philosophy in extending deliberation in matters of science,art,
and policy. If our dilemma is how to achieve an order that does not stifle and oppress the individual, then we must understand and cultivate
the activities of ordering, disordering, and reordering. This is what
McKeon pursued in addressing the three interconnected problems of
philosophy, education, and politics and culture.

Perplexityand Problems,Semanticsand lnquiry
McKeon's work was so complete a departure from the practice of philosophy in his time that few contemporaries understood the direction
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of his work. Indeed,the frustration which many felt with the rhetorical and circumstantialdimensionof his philosophy-in contrast with
the fixities ordinarily ascribed to the old metaphysicsand quietly
smuggledinto supposedlyantimetaphysicalphilosophiesof the twentieth century-is evidentin one of the common complaintsabout him
made by former students and colleagues,admirers and opponents
alike: he never takes a position on the issuesthat he discusses.This
much is true as the basisfor the complaint: he goesout of his way to
ensurethat a fall array of alternativepositionsare representedin any
discussion.If a position is not representedamong actual interlocutors
he frequentlyvoicesthe strongestalternativeargumentsthat could be
made. Thus, his writings typically presentseveralperspectiveson an
issue.As a result, the impressionis that McKeon takes no position of
his own, and readers-caught up in the intricacies of alternativ
views-exercise little ingenuity in discovering the broader pattern of
his position.
McKeon's implacable commitment to pluralism was often regarded as an annoying habit, and it distressedeven some of the greates
admirers of his work. Instead of tolerance and intellectual honesty, it
seemsthat they wanted a short-term rhetorical victory for his position
and were not willing to stay the course of scientific inquiry, even
McKeon's form of scientific inquiry. It was a doubly annoying habit
for opponentswho wanted a victory against his position or a vindication of their own but could not find a simple stancein his work to attack. Therefore, a further complaint is that McKeon's form of
pluralism createdneedlessperplexity without resolution. As if to compound the frustration of friends and opponents, alike, McKeon cheerfully accepted the accusation of creating philosophic perplexity.
However, he gave a surprising turn to the idea and, characteristically
elevatedthe discussionto the nature of philosophy itself. "The Greeks
thought that philosophy beginsin wonder, and perplexity is an avenue
to wonder. I have no objection to being detectedin the enterprise of
arousing perplexity."35
McKeon's explanation of the place of perplexity in his thought deservesattention, sinceit presentsin unambiguousdetail his view of the
nature of philosophic discussionand, particularl6 his way of shaping
philosophicdiscussionin many of his essaysand articles.
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philosophic statements, that is, to separate philosophic inquiry from philosophic semantics.35

A perplexiry in a well-definedfield is easily understood,but
a perplexity which leavesno fixed meanings or references
needsto be explained,if its purposeis more than merelyto
show that thingsare not as simpleasthey seem.. . . [I]ts purpose is to distinguishthe task of stating and solving philosophic problems from the task of verifying and falsifying

The distinction between inquiry and semantics is central to McKeon's
thought. It is his equivalent of the classic distinction between invention
and judgment, expressing a general philosophic issue which takes a variety of forms in traditional intellectual arts such as logic, grammar, rhetoric, and dialectic.
Semantics is an activity of judgment concerned with the examination
of statements. It takes two forms, corresponding to whether the judgment is about what others have said or what we ourselves say. The first
form is historical semantics: the analysis and interpretation of what others have said. It involves the examination of statements and their meanings determined by the relation of statements to what they are intended
to signify. Historical semantics includes an appropriate recognition that
the statements of others are properly judged in the immediate cultural
context of related and opposed meanings applied to related situations
and objects. The second form is philosophic semantics: the expression of
one's own view of truth in a particular set of preferred terms, often with
a philosophic characterization of alternative positions that may be related to historical semantics. [t involves the expression of meaning determined by the relation of statements to truth or to what one believes
to be true. In both forms of semantics, historical and philosophic, the activity of judgment is one of verifying or falsifying statements within a
system of beliefs and the preferred terminology employed to express
those beliefs. In essence,semantics is comparable to the rhetorical experience of reading a speech by another speaker, whether that speaker is
ourself or someone else.
In contrast, inquiry is comparable to planning a new speechon a matter where no decision has yet been reached and where the audience is
open to a new view. Inquiry is an activity of invention concerned with
stating and solving substantive philosophic problems about what is and
what is to be done. Unlike semantics, inquiry does not begin in belief or
in the certainties embedded in a preferred terminology. It begins in perplexity, uncertainty, and doubt. It begins where prior semantic certainties
and beliefs break down in confrontation with new circumstances. This is
an indeterminate situation, and it cannot be resolved merely through an
extension of old terminology. Rather, it requires a fundamental reconsideration of assumptions, principles, and beliefs. This leads to the formulation of new problems that transform the indeterminate into something
problematic. And, eventually this leads to a new semantic formulation to
express the understanding gained through investigation.
Semantics and inquiry are closely related for McKeon, but they
differ in a key respect: semantics express what inquiry discovers. This
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relation is elaborated by McKeon when he explains the relationship between invention and iudgment.
Invention is the art of discovering new arguments and uncovering new things by argument, while judgment is the art
of testing arguments, proving conclusions, and verifying
statements. In the context of inquiry and invention, judgment adds to the demonstrative arts of deducing from ass um pt i o n s ,th e d e l i b e ra ti v ea rts o f e xami ni ngconsequences,
and the judicial arts of falsifying alternarives, while invention extends from the construction of formal arguments to
all modes of enlarging experienceby reason as manifested
in awareness,emotion, interest, and appreciation.3T
Inquiry and invention are more useful than, and certainly prior in nature to, semantics and judgment. Inquiry is the origin and source of
new ideas; it establishes the fundamental connection between human
beings and their environment. Indeed, inquiry is the corrective for dogmatic entrapment in rigid beliefs that become disconnected or dissociated from the objective circumstances of experience and culture. Yet,
most reading, discussion,and writing, McKeon suggests,takes place in
the metarealm of semantics and judgment, where substantive problems
of what is and what is to be done are transmuted into semantic problems of what we say and what we intend. In other words, most discussion is merely semantic analysis of what others say-or what we,
ourselves, mean to say-cut off from the problems of inquiry that give
significance to semantics. This is one reason why a circumstantial,
rhetorical metaphysics is needed: to improve the level of semantic
analysis and to distinguish semantics from philosophic inquiry so that
philosophic discussion may resume a productive course. By itself, rhetoric helps us to understand communication from person to person,
and in this context semantic analysis tends to focus on the creation
and projection of meaning in signs, symbols, and gestures that we
share with each other. In contrast, inquiry tends to focus on the environment within which the human being lives, treating the environment-both physical and cultural-as a medium within which we do,
think, and feel. Rhetorical metaphysics seeks to reestablish the productive relationship between communication and experience that is
sometimes lost in terminological disputes. More than this, however,
rhetorical metaphysics points toward the sense in which our cultural
environment is the medium of our lives-not a world of natural
forces or eternal truths but an evolutionary clay with which we engage
in a continuous reconstruction of experience, as Dewey suggests.r
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Rejoining semantics and inquiry in proper relationship means rediscovering the relationship between rhetoric and philosophy.

McKeon, Dewey, and Pragmatism
As a former student of Dewey at Columbia, McKeon believed that his
own work was best understood in the tradition of American pragmatic
philosophy. There is considerable merit in this view and it goes a long
way toward contextualizing his innovative exploration of rhetoric and
the ecology of culture. The key lies in the concept of culture and in a
problem that Dewey may not have entirely foreseen: through a reduction to ideology, culture would too often in human affairs replace nature
as the source of fixed and unchanging order in philosophy and politics.
McKeon's view of the intimate connection between inquiry and philosophy parallels the view expressedby Dewey, who argued that philosophy must take on a new role in formulating problems for inquiry in a
period when the old metaphysical fixities have been put aside in favor of
a new experimental approach to knowledge based on experience.
Inquiry, in settling the disturbed relation of organism-environment (which defines doubt) does not merely remove
doubt by recurrence to a prior adaptive integration. It institutes new environing conditions that occasion new problems.
\7hat the organism learns during this process produces new
powers that make new demands upon the environment' In
short, as special problems are resolved' new ones tend to
emerge. There is no such thing as a final settlement' because
every settlement introduces the conditions of some degree of
a new unsettling. In the stage of development marked by the
emergenceof science, deliberate institution of problems becomes an obiective of inquiry. Philosophy in case it has not
lost touch with science,may play an important role in determining formulations of these problems and in suggestinghypothetical solutions. But the moment philosophy supposesit
can find a final and comprehensive solution, it ceasesto be
inquiry and becomeseither apologetics or propaganda.3e
The new role of philosophy identified in this passageis a consequenceof
the so-called second Copernican revolution, described by Dewey as a reorientation of the object of knowledge from fixed orders of Being or inherent essencesand natures to orders of change. Knowledge, he argued,
now depends on the ability of scienceto produce facts experimentally,
through "operations deliberately undertaken in conformity with a plan
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or project that has the properties of a working hypothesis."ao However,
the difficulty is that in the new orientation of knowledge there has been
a tendency to substitute an equally fixed and rigid metaphysical distinction, the distinction between subject and object. Having discarded the
distinction between the eternal and the changing, which is characteristic
of the old metaphysics, modern thought has persistently substituted the
distinction between "supposedly subjective and objective orders of
Being."o1The human being, Dewey observed, becomesthe extranatural
knowing subject, set over the natural world as object. In philosophy, this
leads to the dogmatic belief that there is a final and comprehensive solution to the problems of knowing, doing, and making, rather than the
ongoing search and re-search of inquiry. AlternativelS it leads to the
equally dogmatic belief in antiintellectual relativism: a disrrust of analytical statements and rational proof and a belief that sensitivity and
good intentions are enough for the individual and society.
To overcome the rigid distinction between subject and object, Dewey
explains the sensein which human beings are nor outside of the orders
of change that they seek to understand but are part of it, through the intentional operations of inquiry. This is the shift that is characteristic of
the second Copernican revolution.
The old center was mind knowing by means of an equipment
of powers complete within itself, and merely exercised upon
an antecedent external material equally complete in itself. The
new center is indefinite interactions taking place within a
course of nature which is not fixed and complete, but which
is capable of direction to new and differenr results through the
mediation of intentional operations . . . There is a moving
whole of interacting parts; a center emerges wherever there is
an effort to change them in a particular direction. . . .
. . . Mind is no longer a spectator beholding the world
from without and finding its highest satisfaction in the joy of
self-sufficing conremplation. The mind is within the world as
part of the latter's on-going process. It is marked off as mind
by the fact that wherever it is found, changes take place in a
directed way, so that a movement in a definite one-way
sense-from the doubtful and confused to the clear, resolved
and settled-takes place. From knowing as an outside beholding to knowing as an active participant in the drama of
an on-moving world is the historical transition whose record
we have been following.*,
In Dewey's new philosophy, subject and object are not fixed categories but
convertible and functional terms. The knowing subject easily becomes an
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object of knowledge, and the objects of knowledge, created through the
intentional operations of inquiry become the means and the subject
matter for further inquiry.a3 The pattern of conversion is precisely the
changing functional relation of order and expression in McKeon's philosophical rhetoric: principles become the subject of inquiry through their
expression, and the study of expression gives rise to the pluralistic investigation of principles. Or, as McKeon says, the objectivity of facts and
values is not discovered in a structure of fixities but in an ongoing development of achievement and invention.
As we suggestedearlier, however, Dewey may not have foreseen that
culture would eventually replace nature as the fixed and unchanging object in twentieth-century thought, creating a new kind of philosophic
dilemma. How could culture, which Dewey regarded as another term
for "experience" in his philosophy, become rigid and unchanging? The
answer lies in the circumstances and use of language. For Dewey, culture
is an essential part of the existential matrix of inquiry. "Problems which
induce inquiry grow out of the relations of fellow human beings to one
another, and the organs for dealing with these relations are not only the
eye and ear, but the meanings which have developed in the course of living, together with the ways of forming and transmitting culture with all
its constituents of tools, arts, institutions, traditions and customary beliefs."aa Language, which is the means of capturing meaning, has an intrinsic connection with the community of action, and it is instrumental
in the interaction of organism and environment. Indeed, culture is both
a condition and a product of language. However, Dewey observed that
written language tends to be the model of communication, leading to the
separation of thought from communal operations and action.asThe influence of written language as the model of communication amounts to
an ongoing tendency towards the "hypostatization of Reason," which is
evident in the formation of cultural, philosophic, and political ideologies.
Dewey believed his theory of logic adequately addressedthis problem, allowing the continued development of the new kind of philosophy
that he proposed. In retrospect, however, it may not have accomplished
as much as he hoped in this direction. He may have underestimated the
power of language to become detached from the ongoing flow of experience-that is, to become the vehicle for ideology, fixing culture in a
seemingly changelessorder and structure of thought that blocks inquiry.
As a consequence, his iools of logic and inquiry were ground up among
the blades of competing theories of grammar, linguistics, and symbolic
logic, each based on a covert metaphysics of the type identified by
McKeon. Indeed, one may argue that McKeon's conception of the
problem of the one and the many-of order and expression in cultural process-emerges as a fundamental issue that must be resolved for
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continuation of the project of pragmatic philosophy. Where Dewey had
confidence in the power of action to overcome ideological rigidity by infusing life with new experience,McKeon saw the value of a refined understanding of invention to inform new acrion. This is more than a
methodological difference berween Dewey and McKeon. It is ultimately
a difference of principles, with Dewey emphasizing a pragmatic actional principle that tends to reduce theory ro practice and with McKeon
preferring to treat theoretical and practical problems separatelyin order
to explore their productive, reflexive relationships. Therefore, while
McKeon's work is perhaps best understood in the tradition of American
pragmatic philosophy, it also representsa significant departure and development of that philosophy, with a subtle reminder of C. S. peirce,s
distinction between theory and practice in his concept of pragmaticism
and in his development of speculative rhetoric.o,
The relation of theory and practice is where McKeon's philosophy
begins, and this is.where a new level of perplexity becomes imporranr,
shaped more explicitly by the art of rhetoric rather than formai logic.n'
Perplexity is the beginning point on the path toward the reformulation of problems and questions for inquiry. It is both a sign that
further inquiry is needed and a tool to promote inquiry, in thi sense
that perplexity, methodically cultivated, may turn discussion from
unproductive disputes that are fundamentally disputes over semantics
and ideology into new problems of inquiry and philosophy that involve the invention of arguments suited to new situations of thought
and action.
McKeon's form of perplexity involves the method of invention,
adapted from rhetoric and directed toward the identification of questions, issues,and problems of philosophy prior to semanrics and judgment.
Method is needed in invention to define the question and to
order the data pertinenr to it. The distinction between the
questions of philosophy and those of rhetoric may then be
stated as an antithesis or as an assimilation of the two kinds
of questions when rhetoric is transmuted into philosophy.
Kinds of questions must be distinguished without predetermining the properties which will be found in the subiect
matter as a result of later discovery and places must be formulated appropriate to the kinds of issueswithout anticipating the answers which will be discovered and explored bv the
use of them.as
The value of this activity lies precisely in avoiding dogmatic entrapment
in ideology and unexamined assumptions and beliefs. It is not the end of
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philosophic discussion but the beginning, and it is relevant not only for
professional philosophers but for that much larger group of nonprofessional philosophers who are engaged in concrete work in the arts, sciences,and practical affairs-thoughtful individuals who seek to "relate
what they think, say, and do to contexts larger than the immediate consequencesthey anticipate or encounter."ouIn personal terms, McKeon
explains his use of perplexity in this way:
The question of the uses of perplexity is very close to the
question of the nature of philosophic discussion. Why do I
'What
is my purpose? Is it
engage in philosophic discussion?
to achieve understanding and to spread the truth as I see it?
If that were my purpose, philosophic discussion, even in selected and enlightened company, is not a very efficient way of
attaining it. . . . Discussion is neither a chain of understandings nor a chaos of misunderstandings; it is a complex of
crossed monologues which occasionally spark, for a period
of time or a period of discourse, into dialogue. This is the
reason why I engage in discussion and use perplexity as a
spark to melt the crossed monologues of semantic disquisition into a dialogue of philosophic inquiry. Even when I do
not succeed in altering the course of the discussion at the
meeting, I can take the fused bits of junctions home in memory and discover what I did not understand, at some stages
of the disputation, and get new insight into problems that
had been discussedor that should have been discussed.'o
Is McKeon's intellectual habit of tolerance and creating perplexity a personal vice or a virtue of philosophy? If the task of philosophy is merely
to express beliefs, then his habit is clearly a vice, based on a questionable belief in the value of mere eclecticism and a desire to show that
things are not as simple as they seem.He would do better to participate
in the factionalism of the various schools of philosophy and assert his
own beliefs in the war of many against many. In contrast, if the task of
philosophy is to know and to investigatewhat is alleged to be known as
orders of change, then McKeon's habit is a virtuous and disciplined
practice of philosophic art, suited to confront a world of ideological fixities. It is not only appropriate but essential if one is to perpetuate the
activity of knowing, seekingto spark discussioninto a dialogue of philosophic inquiry that continually probes the nature of a Being that is
knowable only in what we think, say, and do about it.
McKeon argues that a scienceof first principles is meaninglessonly
if philosophy is unified in one science.In such a case,there would be no
need for an independent, ongoing scientific investigation of principles,
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becauseprinciples would merely expressbeliefsabout the nature of reality gainedfrom the experienceof someother sciencethat one believe
is more fundamentaland more closelyconnectedto being.rlBut if philosophy is not unified in a single science,then a scienceof firct principles is not only meaningful but essential.It is the key to understandin
the diversity of orders that are discoveredand createdin human activities in all of the arts and sciences.To this point, empirical evidencesug
geststhat principles are exceprionallydiversein thJ ecology of culture,
and, furthermore, that patterns and types of ordering recur across a
wide rangeof human experiencesin all times and places.Indeed,it is the
plurality of principlesproposedand defendedin the courseof inquiry in
all areasof culture, as well as the persistentrecurrenceof patterns of ordering, that leadsMcKeon to their independentinvestigatlon.
McKeon's goal is the perpetualrestoration of.the ecologyof culture,
after reductionsof culture to particular ideologiesand rigid forms.r, In
the new turn of the revolution that began in the early Jecadesof the
twentieth century,culture is not a fixed ideology existing outsidethe individual. culture is the center of indefinite interactions taking place
within a world that is capableof direction to new and different rJsults
through inquiry. culture is the activity of ordering, disordering,and reordering; it is what we do individually and collectivelythrough communication when we take individual perspectiveson common problems.
Tbe Ecology of Cubure and the Organization of Learning
For McKeon, the investigationof circumstantialmetaphysicsgivesrise
not only to a scienceof first principles but to a new organiiation of
learning that is more adaptedto the ecologyof culture than the various
organizations of knowledge that are inherited from the past. In the
twentieth century, the organization of knowledge is usualiy based on
facts,as statedin what are believedto be true substantivepiopositions.
This perspectiveleadsto an organization of knowledgethat is typically
divided into branchesof science,periods of history, and forms oi po.tty
and other arts of making. other organizations are equally possible.
Indeed, dependingon the nature of the ,.facts', that are ,t"iri in tr,r.
substantivepropositions, different organizations of knowledge reflect
principled divisions rhar are carried forward into institutionq professionalsocieties,and culture atlarge.Philosophersand educatorsdebate
theseorganizationsfrom time to time, and Jomereformations are particularly influential. Bacon'sorganizationof the arts and sciencesfoithe
advancementof learningis one of many examplesthat have beencarried
into the contemporary world. But in the twentieth century facts and
claims of fact have expanded exponentially, until the possibility of
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integrative understandingand wisdom in action are threatenedor rendered impossible.The traditional organizationsof knowledge offer less
and lesshelp in providing integrationsthat are productive and relevant
for the human community.
For McKeon, traditional and contemporaryorganizationsof knowledge deservestudy in their own right. They are part of the scientific
study of principlesin human culture, becausethey are expressionsof beliefs and valuesgainedthrough individual experienceand often perpetuatedin institutionsand cultureswithout examination.Regardingtheir
influence,he observes:"the education of a time and a people is a philosophy statedin geneticform and it servesto organizeavailableknowledgeand cogent beliefsin a kind of metaphysicsof habitually accepted
principles of action."t3 This indicates the perspective from which
McKeon choseto study the ecologyof culture,and it also indicatesthe
perspectivefrom which he proposed a new organization of learning
rather than an organization of knowledge.Insteadof studying the facts
stated in true substantivepropositions, he chose to study "the facts
which marked the constitution and construction of a philosophically
true substantiveproposition."5aIn essence,he explored the organization
of learning by the momentsof the rhetorical act of constituting and constructing communication, creadng a new kind of rhetorical paedia for
the philosophy of culture.
The organization of learning and the problems of education are intertwined in the philosophy of culture and communication."Most of the
studieswe prepare for a student in school and college,evenwhen they
are intendedto stimulate his creativity and inventiveness,train him in a
mastery of what is known, with little concernwith the transition from
the known to the unknown.\Ve teach him how to solve problems, but
not to discoverproblems,to explore the placesof memory to the neglect
of the placesof invention, whereasproblems are encounteredand considered only if problem-solving is joined to problem-discovery."55
The
challengeis to discovernew disciplinesthat give accessto what is already known but orient thinking and action towards the problemsof the
unknown. Arguably,this is what is now underway in educationwith the
mergingof traditional disciplinesand the transformation of their subject
mattersand methods.But the heat of current debate,involving so-called
"culture wars" and the political battles betweenconservativefactions
peoplesand classes,tends to
and underprivilegedor underrepresented
obscurethe broader pattern that McKeon observed.In the new circumstancesof the philosophy of culture, he asked:
What are the new disciplines, in the senseof subjects of
inquiry that are brought to our attention by considering
'V/hat
are the new
the culture and problems of mankind?
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disciplines, in the sense of arts and abilities, that will contribute to knowledge, art, communiry and communication
by transforming them and making them relevant to a developing world culture and to an altering organization of arts
and science,technologies and politics?,.
Consistent with the moments of the rhetorical act, McKeon argued that
there are four subjects of inquiry in the new organization of learning.
They are the stagesin forming a complete communication in any areaof
human experience. Topic is the study of how people select and name
data from what is encountered immediately in experience. One usually
takes this selection for granted in studying what others have done, but
it is the source of innovation and creativity, since what we selectfor examination may reorient perception and exploration, opening one's eyes
to new problems and possibilities. Hypothesz'sis the study of how people have interpreted meaning in what they experience. It is the study of
facts and how facts are constituted in communication by hypothesis and
judgment. Tbeme is the study of connections among facts and the arts,
sciences,and methods by which humans have stated facts and traced coherence in facts. It is the study of the sequencesand consequencesthat
are explored in discourse,action, and process. Thesis is the study of the
principles that organize communication and experienceinto wholes and
parts, giving fundamental significance to some facts rather than others.
These four subjectsof inquiry-topics, hypotheses,themes, and thesesdo not exclude the study of what is already known. Indeed, they are significant only when explored in the context of what has already been
said, written, and done in human culture. But the orientation is ultimately toward the unknown, toward how the individual student may
find his or her own way in using what has been said and done to new
purposes in addressingnew problems."
Doubtless some of the exhilaration that people felt when they heard
McKeon speak, or feel when they read his essays,comes from the way
he combines ideas and methods from a wide array of authors and disciplinary traditions when discussing a philosophic problem. He breaks
conventional associationsand suggestsunexpectedrelationships that are
intelligent and intriguing, often stimulating to new thinking. McKeon
argued that the ability for innovation lies in most people and requires
only cultivation through new ventures in education. The new organization of learning that he proposed and explored in his writing, teaching,
and curricular reforms is the basis for such education.
This is why McKeon also included within the new organization of
learning a set of intellectual arts that may be cultivated in the student.
There are four arts, based on the need to distinguish different objectives
and the use of different tools appropriate to each art. McKeon gives
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many different names to these arts throughout his writings' implying
that the importance of these arts does not depend on what they are
called but on what they allow individuals to do. What is perhaps most
significant for the philosophy of culture is that all of the arts have an important connection with an expanded philosophical rhetoric. McKeon
argued that the intellectual arts in our time are in the process of becoming arts of communication and action, variously understood and
cultivated-and variously named, sometimes with traditional titles,
sometimes with radically new titles, and frequently mixed and merged
with borrowings of devices and tools that are put to new uses. In his
later work, there is seldom a major essayin education and the philosophy of culture in which these arts are not named and described as new
liberal arts.'8 From a broad perspective' the ecology of culture is unintelligible without understanding the continuous transformation of the
arts of knowing, doing, and making.
\While traditional organizations of knowledge seek to capture the
facts about metaphysically stable subject matters, McKeon's organization of learning cuts across traditional organizations. He points toward
the circumstantial nature of these organizations and the need for a more
flexible organization that accords with new problems and a new philosophy of culture. "Since differences of subiect-m^tter are produced by
discovering and justifying answers to questions, the arts and sciences
will not be organized according to differences in the subject-matter
which they treat, but according to differencesof questions' action' statement, valuation, and judgment. . . . A productive architectonic art produces subject-matters and organizesthem in relation to each other and
to the problems to be solved."" In the framework of his organization of
learning, McKeon did not propose a synthesis of different philosophic
approaches,whether among the schools of professional philosophers or
the practices of thoughtful men and women in different fields of activity. Indeed, he argued that such a synthesis is impossible.'o !7hat he
sought was a way to discover relations among different approaches so
that an individual could avoid dogmatic entrapment in covert metaphysical beliefs and productively use pluralism to support new ways of
thinking and acting.

Closureand Action
There is no conclusion to the study of circumstantial metaphysics'
Circumstances change, and the search for order goes on through the
work of disordering and reordering. But there is closure' based on more
than the mere cessation of activities. Closure comes with each experience through the formation of an individual human being who is better
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prepared for action in new circumstances. For this reason, every essa
and book by McKeon ends with a call to renewed action or a statement
of the problems which must be overcome if one is to initiate action in
the new circumstancesthat are created as a result of inquiry. The goal of
philosophy and education is to "make men free in action, responsible in
society, and wise in the pursuit of knowledg..""
McKeon's contribution to the development of American pragmatic
philosophy requires further exploration in order to be well understood,
but his contribution to the ongoing development of rhetoric in address
ing the problems of contemporary culture is more easily understood. He
showed, through argument and example, how rhetoric may be reformed
and re-formed as a central art in the philosophy of culture." The key lies
in overcoming the separation between thought and expression that is a
sign of our present cultural dilemmas. As a verbal art, rhetoric is a minor
discipline among the other arts and sciences,typically confined in our
universities to courses in English composition, technical writing, and
service programs such as writing-across-the-curriculum. As an art of
thought, joined to diverse forms of verbal as well as nonverbal expression, rhetoric becomes a source of innovation in addressing substantive
problems in any field of thought or action. McKeon's contribution is
through his philosophic investigations of circumstantial metaphysics
and the ecology of culture. He restored thought to legitimacy in the
rhetorical arts and showed how the rhetorical arts may be expanded beyond the bounds of a narrow technical discipline of verbal expression.
He showed how philosophic thought is constructed through rhetorical
acts in all areas of culture and how those acts lead to conseouencesfor
understanding and action.
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